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Letter from the President:
Fellow IAHSS Members, Partners and Friends –

What an amazing year we have had!  Among many other IAHSS educational opportu-
nities in the U.S. this past year, I recently attended events which local IAHSS chapters 
co-sponsored in both Ontario and Vancouver, BC. I was privileged to receive some 
outstanding education and reminders during these conferences. While in Toronto at-
tending the Canadian Security Magazine’s “Focus On Healthcare Security” Confer-
ence, I heard from Tony Weeks, currently the President & Chief Executive Officer of 
Brockville General Hospital, in Brockville, Ont. He began his career as a hospital se-
curity officer. He tells his wonderful story about leadership and “never giving up

(continued on page 2)Lisa Pryse, CHPA
President
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Letter from the President (continued)

on your dreams.” While attending the Integrated Protective Services Summit in
Vancouver, BC, I also got to hear firsthand from Ed Yeomans about the horrific
floods and the amazing response in the Alberta area. I continue to be amazed at
the dedication and innovation of the brave men and women who make up our
hospital security and safety departments around the world. Within the role of
IAHSS Board President this past year, I have been contacted on several occasions
by individuals in various parts of the world with questions about hospital security.
I have been proud to point them in the direction of our website as well as to-
ward some of our LinkedIn user groups for reference materials and answers to
important questions. You continue to be relentless in your efforts to keep IAHSS
at the forefront as a healthcare security international resource with subject mat-
ter experts willing to lend a hand at every turn! I am indeed proud to be associ-
ated with such an organization.

It was extremely impactful as I listened to members recount the many celebra-
tions which took place commemorating your staff during Healthcare Security and
Safety week! Someone told me that it was an honor to be able to provide a safe
and secure environment so others may heal…

I continue to be excited about the many relationships and alignments with other
organizations which Evelyn Meserve and IAHSS have fostered in 2013. In addition
to the development of an IAHSS membership recruitment video this year (which
is available for viewing at www.iahss.org), many other activities have taken place.

They include providing subject matter experts for: 
ENA (Emergency Nurses Association)
ACEP (America College of Emergency Physicians)
AMU  (American Military University)
Cyngus (Media group)
EMPSF (Emergency Medical Patient Safety Foundation)
HSCC - Homeland Security Sector 
IIR – Australian Conference Group
NCMEC (National Center for Missing and Exploited Children)
Reed Expo
SIA (Security Industry Association)
Security Magazine
Canadian Security Magazine
Campus Safety
SecurityInfoWatch
Workplace Violence Prevention eReport
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Letter from the President (continued)

Speaking Opportunities for Various Events with:
Secured Cities
AHOP (American Occupational Health Professionals)
SecurityInfoWatch
Campus Safety
ISC West
ISC East
ASHE (American Society Healthcare Engineers)
ASIS International (Annual Meeting)
IIR (Australian Annual Conference)
International Conference on Violence in Health Sector
One2One Summits
Reed Expo

Exhibiting at Various Conferences:
International Conference on Violence in Health Sector
One2One Summits
ISC West
AOHP (Association of Occupational Health Profession-
als)
ASIS
ASHE (American Society of Healthcare Engineers)
ASHHRA (American Society Healthcare Human Re-
sources Association)

ASHRM (American Society Human Resource Manage-
ment)
Secured Cities

IAHSS Executive Director Serving on the Following 
Advisory Councils:
ISC
SIA (Security Industry Association)
AMU (American Military University)
One2One Summits
International Conference on Violence in Health Sector

Articles/Blogs/Editorials by IAHSS Members on Behalf of
the Association:
Campus Safety
SIA (Security Industry Association)
AMU (American Military Univeristy)
FacilityCare Magazine
Cyngus Media Group
Security Magazine
EBSCO Publishing
Workplace Violence Prevention eReport
Security Director News

At the Focus 
On Healthcare 
Security Conference, 
in Toronto, sponsored
by Canadian Security
Magazine: Peter Young,
Publisher of Canadian
Security Magazine and
Lisa Pryse.

IAHSS Ontario Chapter members at the Focus On
Healthcare Security Conference. From left to right: 
Don Leschuk, Chairperson; Lisa Pryse; Scott Jupp, 
Treasurer; Harinda Fonseka, Vice-Chair. 
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Letter from the President (continued)

What a presence IAHSS is beginning to have! I chal-
lenge each of you to locate other potential organiza-
tions with whom it would benefit the IAHSS members
to partner. Forward that information to our executive
director, Evelyn Meserve for her review.

As more individuals join this association, we gain more
diverse intelligence, experience, global knowledge as
well as credibility with other healthcare partner organi-
zations. Recruitment of additional members insures the
continued growth and sustainability of IAHSS world-
wide. Please remember to participate in our One-to-
One Membership Campaign and share the wealth by
recruiting at least one more person to join IAHSS!

Lastly, I want to thank you for the opportunity to have
served as your 2013 IAHSS  Board of Directors Presi-
dent. I have personally received much more in the way
of education, positive reinforcement and fellowship
from this position than I have been able to give back. It

has truly been my privilege. It is my hope and request
that each of you consider volunteering for the various
chapter leadership positions, councils, and committees. I
would also recommend that you consider running for
open board positions as well. Take a leap and step out-
side your comfort zone. You, too can experience the re-
wards associated with giving just a little bit more in an
effort to advance our industry!

Stay safe and thank you for all you do each and every
day!!

Respectfully,

Lisa Pryse

IAHSS BC Chapter members at the  2nd Annual Inte-
grated Protection Services Training Summit (in partner-
ship with the IAHSS BC Chapter and ASIS Canadian
Pacific Chapter). From left to right: Mike Cathcart,
CHPA  - Outgoing Treasurer;  Scott MacMillan, CHPA –
Chair; TiborKovacs, CHPA – Secretary; Terry Ash, CHPA
– Outgoing Co-Chair; Lisa Pryse, CHPA, CPP; Ross
Maguire, Incoming Treasurer; Tom Molin, Incoming Co-
Chair. 

We heard you – new table 

of contents for IAHSS 

Healthcare Security 

Guidelines coming in 

2014!
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Executive Director’s Letter
The agenda is out for the   
2014  AGM in San Diego.  
The Council on Education 
has done an outstanding job 
getting a well-balanced pro-
gram in place.  A preview of 
the event:

Speakers and topics include:

•  Keynote Chris Van Gorder    
– Security Officer to Present Day

•  Russell Jones, PhD, CPP, CHPA – If Disney Ran Your
Security Department

•  William Koffel, P.E., FSEPE – What Is The Impact of  
NFPA 101-2012?

•  Donna Palomba – Jane Doe No More

•  Ben Scaglione, CPP, CHPA – How The Affordable 
Care Act Has Changed Security

•  Howard Adams, PhD – Building High Performing   
Work Teams

•  Howard Adams, PhD – Strategic Project Planning:   
Vision to Execution

•  William Richter, RN – Active Shooters in Healthcare 
Setting

•  Martin Williams – Conducted Electrical Weapons 
(CEWs) Within a Comprehensive Use of Force 
Model

•  Kevin Tuohey – Facility Design and the Security Role

•  Jeffery Young, CHPA – Consolidation:  Security’s 
Contribution to Sustainable Healthcare Costs

•  Roger Sheets, CHPA – Managing Prisoners in a 
Healthcare Environment

Learning objectives from this event:

•  Building collaboration with law enforcement and 
corrections

•  Role of security assessment during the construc-
tion/renovation  project design and planning

•  Techniques to increase security staff and employee 
engagement

•  List at least three changes in NFPA 101 impacting   
security arrangements

•  Learn the potential risks and benefits for introduc-
ing a comprehensive use of force model

•  What every security professional needs to know to 
perform his/her job

•  How security can consolidate to sustain healthcare 
costs

•  Are you sensitive to victims of sexual assault

•  Identify the unique needs of healthcare active 
shooter responses

•  Identifying, hiring, developing and retaining commit-
ted team members

•  How strategic project planning addresses a problem 
in a systematic manner

Do you agree?  This is an event you do not want to
miss!

In closing for 2013, I would like to wish our members a
safe, happy and blessed holiday season.  Enjoy family and
friends--be safe!

Always,

Evelyn Meserve, CHPA             
Executive Director
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Welcome New Members

New CHPA’s
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Health System Celebrates IAHSS
Designation of  Two Hospitals as
'Programs of Distinction'

In a press release, Scripps Health announced that
the security teams at Scripps Mercy Chula Vista and
Scripps Mercy San Diego have both been recognized
as a Program of Distinction by IAHSS.

Scripps Mercy’s two campuses , the release said,
are two of the three facilities in California to receive
this designation and two of only 24 in the entire U.S.
and Canada.

“I’m very proud of the team at both campuses,”
says Anthony Roman, CHPA, director of support op-
erations at Scripps Mercy. “This designation is a first
for a multi-campus hospital in California. Having both
teams recognized for distinction demonstrates their
professionalism and their commitment to the secu-
rity and safety of the hospital.”

Roman adds, “This is the third recognition for
San Diego and the first for Chula Vista, which tran-
sitioned from contract staff to a proprietary security
department less than two years ago.”

This designation is bestowed on security and
safety departments at healthcare facilities that have
at least 70 percent of personnel IAHSS certified--
Scripps Mercy has a combined 30 security officers,
and 93 percent of them are certified. In addition, the
director or administrative leader of security must be
an IAHSS-certified healthcare protection administra-
tor.

According to the organization’s website, the re-
lease pointed out, “The International Association for
Healthcare Security and Safety (IAHSS) is the world’s 

leading organization specializing in healthcare secu-
rity and safety. With a proven track record, IAHSS
has certified healthcare security and safety personnel
to tackle the special needs of healthcare institu-
tions.”

Anthony Roman, CHPA, director of support operations at Scripps
Mercy, presents IAHSS ‘Program of Distinction’ award to security staffs
of  Scripps Mercy Chula Vista (above) and Scripps Mercy San Diego
(below).
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Security Officers Honored For
Thwarting Hospital Garage 
Jumping Suicides

Two security officers at two Pennsylvania hospitals
have received “hero” awards for thwarting attempted sui-
cides from their hospital garages. The unrelated incidents
occurred at Reading Hospital, Reading, PA, and Einstein
Medical Center, Philadelphia.

Scott Reeser: “Acting Professionally and Bravely” 

In the first incident, Reading Hospital security officer
Scott Reeser has been honored with an outstanding cit-
izenship award by Troop L of the Pennsylvania State Police
for going “above and beyond what would be expected of
somebody in those circumstances. He put himself out
there. He put himself in danger," according to Dante Or-
landi, commander, Troop L.

Last April 20, as reported by WFMZ, Reading, "I was
notified by a co-worker that was working in security that
somebody (a hospital outpatient) was leaving the hospital,
that something just did not seem right about their de-
meanor," said Reeser, who followed the man into one of
the hospital's parking garages.

"I just wanted to check with him and make sure every-
thing was alright because he just seemed a little dis-
traught and a little upset," Reeser said. "It was at that
same point that I was approaching him, he happened to
hop up on the edge of the garage." Reeser said the man

started to close his eyes and lean backwards off the
garage wall. Within seconds, Reeser grabbed him as he
was falling and managed to swing him onto a nearby
ledge. Because of Reeser's heroic actions, state police
were able to rescue the man before he jumped off the
second ledge.  

"He acted professionally, bravely and did a really out-
standing job," said Orlandi.

Venus Powell-Uzzell: Handling A Delicate Situation

In the second incident, security officer Venus Powell-
Uzzell of Einstein Medical Center has won awards from
the Philadelphia Fire Marshals Association and the local    

chapter of ASIS for per-
suading a suicidal man 
who had climbed over a 
steel railing on the hos-
pital garage and was 
poised to jump to re-
consider and step back 
from the ledge. Accord-
ing to Russell F. Jones, 
PhD, CHPA-L, CPP, Di-
rector of Protective 
Services, Albert Ein-
stein Health Network,

Officer Powell-Uzzell has also been nominated for a
Medal of Valor to IAHSS Local and National Chapters.
This is pending review by the awards committee. (For
details of her actions, see the reprint of the report
from the Einstein Healthcare Network web page by An-
thony Martin, Assistant Security Director.)

0fficer Powell-Uzzell’s  actions were also described in
a lengthy article by philly.com, the digital newspaper of
the Philadelphia Daily News and the Philadelphia Inquirer.

In the article, Jones said he was home because it was
Sunday. He was worried, he said, until he learned that
Powell-Uzzell was on the scene.

"When I saw her name [on his cellphone as respond-
ing], I felt a different level of ease," Jones said, adding that
she has a "humanistic approach to life."

Capt. Dante 
Orlandi, Reading
Troop L Com-
mander, left, pres-
ents a community
service award to
Scott Reeser, a
Reading Hospital
security officer
(Reading Eagle:
Tim Leedy)

Officer  Vivian  Powell-Uzzell
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"I knew she could handle a delicate situation. I know
her personality, her passion and empathy for our patients
and our visitors."

Later, Jones went to the office and saw silent video
surveillance of her interaction with the man. "I said, 'Wow
that's perfect.' 

"You could tell by her body language, her approach
and his reaction to her...he [the suicidal man] started to
cry. I'm telling you, it was magical."

Suicide By Jumping From Hospital Garages Not
Uncommon, Experts Say

One of the most popular, and successful methods of
suicide is jumping, parking system executives Isaiah Mouw,
CAPP, and Andy Troth, CAPP, reported in an article in the
Journal of Healthcare Protection Management (Vol. 27,
No. 2), and one of the most widely-used venues for jump-
ing are parking garages. Especially vulnerable to such sui-
cide attempts are the parking structures of hospitals, they
add, because it has been found that most persons who
jump to their death had previously been treated for a
mental condition.  One hospital in Massachusetts re-
ported that a man jumped or fell from the second floor
of one of its parking decks, the second such incident in
five years.

Two costly, but effective methods of preventing suicide
by jumping from parking garages are installing pedestrian
access control readers and suicide barriers. An inexpen-
sive method, they say, is training parking structure per-
sonnel to recognize the signs of a person thinking about
suicide. “Sometimes a person will pace back and forth.
Sometimes someone will be obviously emotional and cry-
ing. It’s important for staff to feel comfortable approach-
ing someone and asking if they’re ok…Simply knowing
the signs, being alert, and walking your facilities could lead
to saving a life.”  

To read the entire article published by philly.com, Google
“Einstein Security Officer’s Calm Approach Saved Suicidal
Man.”

Officer Venus G. Powell–Uzzell #232 of the Protective
Services Department, is currently assigned to the Einstein
Medical Center Philadelphia (EMCP).  She has been em-
ployed as an Officer within the Protective Services De-
partment since August 4, 2008.     

On September 15, 2013, at approximately 1:45 pm,
Officer Powell-Uzzell was detailed to the 7th story
rooftop of the Korman Parking Garage.  The initial report
indicated that a distraught individual stepped over the
safety railing, and appeared to want to jump off of the
garage.  The Korman Garage is located on the south side
of the main campus and is approximately 80 feet in height. 

As Officer Powell-Uzzell was responding to the roof
of the garage, Officer William Johnson, working as a dis-
patcher within the Command Center was able to maneu-
ver one of the security cameras on the roof of the
Korman Garage.  The live camera feed provided the
Command Center with the image of the individual, who
had indeed stepped over the safety railing and was stand-
ing on the edge of the roof looking down at the ground
below.  The entirety of this incident was recorded and
transferred to a DVD.  Protective Services Supervisors
and Officers, along with the Philadelphia Police and Fire
Departments were contacted to respond to the scene. 

Officer Powell-Uzzell responding to the roof top cau-
tiously approached the individual, easing his anxiety while
engaging in conversation with him.  The video captured
Officer Powell–Uzzell’s calming demeanor and her uti-
lization of training.  The individual threatened to jump and
was upset about the pain he was in; telling her he had
nothing to live for, no job, and no family.   He told Officer
Powell-Uzzell he wanted to jump off the roof to stop the
pain and end it all. 
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As the conversation continued between Officer
Powell-Uzzell and this individual, she was able to make a
connection and develop a relationship with him.  She was
able to establish a bond with this individual and let him
know there was help available for him.  After Officer Pow-
ell-Uzzell had been engaged in conversation with this in-
dividual, Officers from the Philadelphia PD responded to
the roof.  Lt. Ginaldi #384 (35th District) assisted Officer
Powell-Uzzell as they negotiated with the individual, who
was still standing on the edge of the roof top.  

As the conversation continued between the individual,
Lt. Ginaldi, and Officer Powell-Uzzell, the individual
turned to face the officers.  Officer Powell-Uzzell and Lt.
Ginaldi then assisted this individual off the ledge, back
over the railing to safety.  The individual was assured by
the Officers he would be provided with help and he was
subsequently treated at EMCP.

Officer Powell Uzzell’s courage and decisive actions
on September 15, 2013, saved the life of an individual who
was distraught and in need of care.  Her ability to apply
training techniques, her patience, serenity, and compas-
sion displayed her commitment to this individual.  

Einstein, as a leading Healthcare Network Organiza-
tion is committed to providing the highest quality care
for our patients and visitors.  Officer Powell-Uzzell’s de-
termination, professionalism and willingness to do the
right thing are at the core of Einstein’s Mission “with hu-
manity, humility, and honor.” Officer Powell-Uzzell went
above and beyond the call of duty and accepted owner-
ship of what could have been a tragic event.  Her ability
to take charge of the incident and her caring human spirit
turned a potential tragic event into a positive one.        
---------------------------------------------------      
Anthony Martin
Assistant Security Director
Einstein Healthcare Network
5501 Old York Road
Philadelphia, PA 19141  

Security Risks of Protected 
Health Information 
By John M. White, CHPA, CPP, President/CEO of
Protection Management, LLC,  Canton, OH. 

Depending on your organizations policies, and
whether or not you have a security staff, you may have
an underlying issue of potential risk that is just waiting to
be discovered.

In many healthcare settings there is a security pres-
ence of dedicated staff that will enforce organizational
policies and protect anyone on the property.  In some
cases that staff is proprietary and in others it may be out-
sourced to a guard firm.  Either way, there may in-fact be
a risk that those officers have too much information avail-
able to them.

Availability of Protected Patient Information

In most cases security staff does not need to know
what a patient’s medical history is, or what they are being
treated for.  However, that does not mean that they can-
not or will not find out that information. Sometimes it is
just a conversation overheard that allows them to get
that information, other times it may be certain protocols
that tells them of such.  In the later case it might be the
isolation cart in the hallway, or other precautions that
medical staff has taken that will let the officer know there
is an issue.  There are always those well-intentioned med-
ical staff members that will tell an officer the patient has
MRSA or hepatitis as just as a heads-up.  If you do not
think this happens, you are living in a vacuum.

No matter how good your policy is for protecting pa-
tient privacy, there will be breaches.  As we all know, hu-
mans think for themselves, and it has been proven that in
some cases they will disregard policy/protocol to insure
someone else’s safety, or in some cases they just have to
tell someone something.  With a closely aligned medical
and security staff, that information may be moving at light-
ening speed.

WATCH OUT FOR:
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Security officers also have a role in building access
and in many cases they staff control desks after normal
business hours to control that access.  In many medical
centers this is done just for after visiting hours.  When
an organization allows after-hours visitors, security is
often times provided with some information on who is a
patient, and where they are located.  In many cases the
information is sterile, with just the names of patients and
room numbers.  In the more serious cases they may have
access, limited or unlimited, to the patient’s protected
health information. 

Medical Center Fined For Security Officers Accessing
Protected Health Information

Case in point is a California medical center that was
fined for over 30 incidents of security officers accessing
protected health information.  They had computer access
to look up patients for after-hours visitors, and their ac-
cess was excessive and unwarranted.  It would appear
that they found a way around a computer restriction that
allowed full access.  In some cases they looked up family
member information, or that of frequent patients that
may have posed a security risk in the past.  It was also re-
ported in this investigation that the officers often did not
log out of their workstation, so they believed that others
may have accessed information under their name.  Also,
at least one officer said that the security supervisor asked
the officer to access information as a test to determine
how much access the officers had.  Obviously there were
some serious issues with that department, but the ques-
tion is, can that be happening in your organization?

Limiting Exposure To Patient Information

In most cases a printed list of patient names and room
numbers that are allowed visitors is all security really
needs.  That information should only include names and
room numbers, and nothing else.  Even with that limited
information, that list needs to be handled properly and
never be left unattended.  In some organizations patients
can be registered as “No Info” patients, meaning that they
do not want anyone to know they are in the hospital.
Those patients should NOT be listed on any list given to
security.  Of course security will need to know if there is
any security issues with that patient, but that can be dealt
with in other policies and operating procedures, thus lim-
iting the exposure that the patient’s information is dis-

closed.

In the case of the unlimited information accessed by
the department above, this is a classic example of officers
having information, and management either not knowing
or just looking the other way.  There has to be safeguards
in place to insure that cases like this do not happen, and
it is incumbent on the security management to know
what is going on.  The manager/director needs to ask the
tough questions and fully understand what if any liability
that might be just under the surface. Ignorance will not
be an acceptable defense to a PHI breach.  All too often
a supervisor might claim that they did not know, but that
may only be because they did not want to know, or did
not care to know.  Professional managers will recognize
undue exposure and deal with it immediately. However,
not always will there be a seasoned professional at the
helm.

Questions To Be Asked And Answered

If you have a proprietary department, does your security man-
ager have formal training in PHI and HIPPA?  Other than what all
employees receive?  Does your manager/director make control
what access your officers have to PHI?  When is the last time an
internal audit of access rights to PHI was performed on the secu-
rity department?

If you contract out your service, what are the qualifications of
that contract company?  What is their training program?  Is all the
staff assigned to your site fully trained?  Including the relief staff?
These are just a few of the questions that you need to ask about
your operation.  Senior management needs to fully understand the
complexities of healthcare security, and all associated risks that
come with it.  The laws are changing all the time, and this service
in becoming more and more regulated. Is your department staying
current with the changes in laws and regulations? 

Do you know your internal issues?  If not, maybe it is time to
conduct an independent audit/review of your security operations
so as to avoid the negative press and regulatory issues that may
surface when you least expect it.  In past cases issues have not
come to light until such time that there is a serious incident, and
then an organization is in the media and regulatory agency spot-
lights.  In many cases that is where security negligence will come
into play, and the lawyers will be hiring expert witnesses to review
your organization, and your operations will be measured against
what is known as the “industry standards or best practices.”  Are
you ready for that?  It is best to review your program before any
of that happens to eliminate any low hanging fruit, make construc-
tive changes, and work on a long term solution for mitigation of
any and all known risks.
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An Interview With:

Ken Bukowski,Vice-President

of Health Care, AlliedBarton

Security Services, On How

HR Management Can  Help

Keep Hospital Staffs Safe

(Ken Bukowski is Vice President of Healthcare for
AlliedBarton Security
Services. He and the
AlliedBarton team
design customized
security programs for
hospitals across the
country and work with
healthcare systems to
implement standardized
programs that help
support their corpo-
rate initiatives.
Bukowski has more
than two decades of experience in the healthcare in-
dustry and is an expert in the cultural sensitivities,
training needs, and security challenges specific to a hos-
pital setting. He is also the Vice Chair for the Hous-
ton/Galveston Chapter of IAHSS. In this interview he
spells out how HR can work with Security and other
departments to minimize a hospital’s risk for violence)

Q. What are the major trends in workplace violence

related to hospitals and health systems?

A. More than 60% of all nonfatal workplace assaults
occur in hospitals, nursing homes, residential care facilities
and other social-service locations, making the health care
industry a focal point for security. 

The emergency department in particular is one of the
most vulnerable settings for workplace violence. It’s the
most volatile area of the hospital, as dramatic life-and-
death cases come straight through the front door. The
natural stress and heightened emotions present in an ED,

combined with high traffic and diverse mix of patients
and issues, creates a volatile and unpredictable environ-
ment more prone to violence than other more stable
workplaces.

Q. What are the key challenges in ED workplace

safety facing hospital HR leaders?

A. First, the broad range of contexts under which vi-
olence can evolve in an ED, such as active shooter sce-
narios, drug theft, gang activity, and mental health issues,
makes predicting and preventing violence all the more
difficult. HR and ED staff must be prepared to respond
to unusual or unfamiliar outbreaks of violence quickly and
effectively.

Second, the health care industry prides itself on openness
and accessibility of care through its EDs. Due to the
growing trend of violence in this setting, hospital leaders
must now balance the need for security while still retain-
ing the fundamental mission of care.

Finally, established relationships, hierarchies, and proce-
dural connections among medical professionalssmay not
allow for dialogue on how to deal with the threat of
workplace violence. In many situations, the problem is
moving faster than its responders can handle. Hospital
leaders must foster an open and professional environ-
ment where workers can discuss threats of workplace
violence and ways to respond if it does occur. 

Q, What are the key differences between an ED that

is prone to workplace violence and one that has suc-

cessfully minimized its risk for violence?

A. EDs are magnets for violence, so all hospitals are
prone to it no matter how much they plan. But an ED
that has taken steps to minimize its risk of violence will
have professionally trained security staff and an emer-
gency plan in place. ED staff will be familiar with the key
warning signs and methods for diffusing a violent situa-
tion. Staff need to be confident in the prevention plan and
understand the major role they play in keeping the ED
safe. 

Q. What would an ideal prevention plan include? 

A. Site-specific details. Whether your facility is part of
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a large complex, or a stand-alone office, a plan needs to
be constructed specifically for your environment. An ex-
emplary workplace violence plan should include a task
force or subcommittee, where managers, staff members,
union officials, emergency responders, and other stake-
holders can work together to implement and evaluate a
site-specific program. The plan should be reviewed annu-
ally to ensure that procedures, protocols, and contacts
are sufficient.

Ongoing training. Management should consistently rein-
force awareness and prevention protocols and ensure
employees receive training as needed. Individualized train-
ing should be given on how to respond compassionately
to co-workers, patients, and visitors when an incident
does occur. Training on the facility’s workplace violence
plan should happen yearly and be evaluated after every
drill.

Clear communication, analysis, and victim support. If a vi-
olent act does occur, it is important for HR leaders to 

have clear communication with all staff, employees,
patients, and visitors and immediately alert local law
enforcement and other EDs in the area. They should also
perform a root cause analysis after any incident to
address the primary risk factors and triggers to be aware
of in the future. Finally, it is important to have counselors
available to assist victims in dealing with the situation. 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, CONTACT: Ken
Bukowski, vice president healthcare, AlliedBarton Security
Services, 7402 Holly Court Estates,  houston, TX 77095.
Phone: 832-683-4426. E-mail: kenneth.bukowski@
alliedbarton.com.

"Republished from the Advisory Board Company, "How
can you help keep hospital staff safe?”, available at:
http://www.advisory.com/Research/Human-Resources-
Investment-Center/Expert-Insights/2012/Workplace-
violence
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One of the greatest problems for acute care hospitals
is the growing numbers of mental patients who are going
for treatment to emergency departments which are ill-
equipped to meet their needs.  In this report, we will up-
date you on the causes of this problem, what is involved
in care of such patients, and incidents of violence that
have had implications for security and law enforcement
as well as political and legal ramifications. We will also re-
port on what hospitals are doing and can do to make
their psychiatric units safer for patients, clinicians, and se-
curity officers.

WHY THIS PROBLEM IS GROWING AND NOT
GOING AWAY.

According to a 2011 study by The National Alliance
on Mental Illness (NAMI), which calls itself “the nation’s
largest grassroots mental health organization dedicated
to building better lives for the millions of Americans af-
fected by mental illness,” the problem is only increasing.
“The magnitude of these cuts in a number of states is
staggering,” NAMI reports. “Between 2009 and 2011,
states cumulatively cut more than $1.8 billion from their
budgets for services for children and adults living with
mental illness.”  For example, “California cut $587.4 mil-
lion during this period, Kentucky $193.7 million, New
York $132 million and Illinois $113.7 million.”  Even
deeper cuts, they warn, were planned for 2011 and 2012.

2011 statistics from the National Association of State
Mental Health Program Directors quoted in the NAMI
study quote that “nearly 4,000 state psychiatric beds have
been eliminated or are being considered for elimination,
and 11 state hospitals have been closed or are being con-
sidered for closure” since the economic crisis of 2008,
while, at the same time, “community services, including
crisis intervention and crisis stabilization programs have
been eliminated.”  Also listed in the study are 2011 sta-
tistics from the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Serv-
ices Administration to show that 297,697 fewer people 

were served by SAMHSA in 2008 than in 2007.

STUDY PINPOINTS THE EFFECT ON HOSPITAL
EMERGENCY DEPARTMENTS

In February, 2013, a study about the situation in the
state of New Hampshire was presented by the Founda-
tion for Healthy Communities, entitled “HELP: People
Seeking Mental Health Care in New Hampshire.”  Au-
thors Shawn V. LaFrance, MS, MPH, Executive Director of
the Foundation, along with Foundation Intern Daniel J.
Walsh, collected data from 15 hospitals in the last quarter
of 2012, covering 575 people in the sample, and reported
on how long mental health patients spent in hospital EDs
awaiting referral to psychiatric facilities.  81 percent of
the sample were adults and 19 percent were 17 years old
or younger.

What prompted the study, says LaFrance, was that he
“began hearing a lot of anecdotal stories in the summer
of 2012 about people waiting for long periods for admit-
tance from all corners of the state.  We needed some
more systemic knowledge of what was happening.  It was
unclear if hospitals themselves were collecting the data.”
He goes on to say, “We recognized that a larger problem
was taking place and we wanted to know what we could
do about it.”   

The kind of anecdotal information LaFrance was hear-
ing is illustrated by the following example cited in the
study: “A 47 year-old man with psychotic disorder be-
came very violent during his stay, threatening staff and se-
curity and destroyed hospital property by punching holes
in the wall.  This patient made the ED environment feel
very unsettled for staff and patients.  A family member
upset with this patient’s length of stay and overall process
actually went to the Emergency Services office and
threatened to blow it up.  Our hospital went into high
security alert until the family member was in the custody
of our local police department.  During these 8 hours the

SPECIAL REPORT:
Mental Patients and Acute Care Hospitals--

Preventing And Dealing With The New Violence
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security staff had to call in additional officers and post
them at hospital entrances.” 

IMPLICATIONS FOR HOSPITAL SECURITY AND ED
PERSONNEL

It was found that almost one out of three people
“waited more than 24 hours in a hospital emergency de-
partment (ED) for mental health treatment.  The average
waiting time was 2.5 days” with the longest waiting time
being seven days. “More than half of all patients recom-
mended for an Involuntary Emergency Admission (IEA)
for psychiatric care waited more than 24 hours in a hos-
pital ED.”  From a security standpoint, this finding is es-
pecially relevant:  “More than 3 out of 4 patients required
constant observation while waiting in the ED and almost
half of the patients required special security.”

The following case cited in the study gives a sense of
the implications of these findings: “A patient presented to
the Emergency Department (ED) accompanied by the
police for an evaluation of mania and suicidal ideation. The
patient was triaged in the emergency department at 7:40
PM hours and was medically cleared to be evaluated by
Mental Health staff at approximately 11:30 PM hours that
same night.  The patient was observed in the ED for ap-
proximately 130 hours (5.4 days) until she was trans-
ferred to New Hampshire Hospital for psychiatric care
evaluation.  It cost $26,310 in personnel hours to have
the patient observed in the ED for 130 hours with one
physician, one registered nurse, and one ED tech assigned
to her.  This figure includes time for the paramedics and
security team who were called 14 times to the ED to as-
sist the nursing staff when the patient became agitated
and escalated.  The above figure does not include unit sec-
retary time that was spent coordinating physicians and
mental health counselors to help meet the needs of the
patient.”

“Our data shows that this happens to all kinds of peo-
ple, not just the homeless,” says LaFrance. In fact, 77 per-
cent of the people studied had health insurance.  “People
should be thinking that this situation is outrageous,” he
continues.  “We shouldn’t tolerate it and we wouldn’t tol-
erate it for coronary patients.  We do tolerate it because
of the stigma in our society against mental patients.”

One part of the problem of long referral waits is that
the sheer number of inpatient psychiatric beds in New
Hampshire has decreased from 526 beds in 2005 to 384
beds in 2013.  As LaFrance points out, “Rooms for psy-
chiatric patients, especially from a safety and security
viewpoint, are more expensive than regular rooms.” 

The lack of community resources is another major
issue.   As units are closing due to funding cuts, “there is
no place to refer patients to go from the hospital.  This is
exacerbated when it comes to the elderly, because nurs-
ing homes don’t want psychiatric patients.”

LaFrance has given a lot of thought to how the situa-
tion can be improved.  Several years ago, “we created a
daily posting of available psychiatric beds.  Before this
posting was set up, hospitals had to call all the individual
places to find out who had a vacancy.” Since the report
came out, “we are wrestling with the issue of how to fix
the continuing problems.  We have created a task force
and a webpage.  Every morning, the state psychiatric hos-
pitals list the number of people on the waiting list.”  They
are not listed by name, but they are separated into adults
and children. “Hospitals use this list to see how many
people are waiting, by hospital, and that helps them proj-
ect how long the patient in their own ED might be re-
quired to wait in their facility before admittance.” This
system isn’t perfect, because “waiting lists can’t be linear,”
says LaFrance, “since violent patients, for example, will
jump to the top of the list.”

Another problem is that, depending on the hospital,
and even on the particular doctor, different medical tests
might be ordered for the necessary process of clearing
patients for transfer to psychiatric facilities once a bed
becomes available.  LaFrance says that “We are working
to standardize tests, so everyone knows upfront what
should be tested before transfer.”

As for relieving the situation in hospital EDs, LaFrance
says that security officers as well as ED staff should learn
how to talk to patients to deescalate violence.  “EDs are
stressful places to begin with, and when you add this
group to the mix, it escalates the stress.”  He adds that
“EDs are often very negative places” and can reinforce
the general stigma against mental health patients, which
he thinks we need to confront honestly.  LaFrance feels
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strongly that team education between Security, ED staff,
and Behavioral Department staff is very helpful in learning
how to communicate with psych patients. “Maybe you
can’t turn an ED into a psych area (special furniture, cov-
ered light switches, etc.), but safety officers should know
that not all psychiatric patients are dangerous.” 

STATEWIDE IMPLICATIONS OF TWO INCIDENTS AT
ONE HOSPITAL 

Two recent incidents at Elliot Hospital, Manchester,
NH, point up the problem being faced by hospitals, hos-
pital security, and police.  In the first example, a patient
with no prior psychiatric history was brought into the
hospital last July by police, after suffering an “episode of
psychosis.”  The patient was locked in a psychiatric area
for three days waiting for a room at a state hospital.
When he tried to leave the locked unit, Nursing Assistant
Donald Wyman tried to stop him, but the patient at-
tacked him, reportedly breaking his jaw in four places and
knocking our several teeth. Wyman required weeks of
hospitalization.  Another nursing assistant, finding Wyman
on the floor and the patient  trying to use Wyman’s ID
keycard to get out of the area, was punched in the face
and suffered a fractured cheekbone.  At the end of Oc-
tober, because of his mental condition, the patient was
found incompetent to stand trial by a NH superior court
judge.

In the second case, which occurred this past October,
a patient, who had been waiting for about a day and a half
in the psychiatric evaluation area of the Elliot Hospital
ER, attacked an officer in what was described as “a very
violent assault.”  According to a New Hampshire Union
Leader report, “it took at least three Elliot Hospital se-
curity officers and a Manchester police officer” to re-
strain the patient. Both the security officer, Lawrence
Bolduc, and the patient required treatment in the ER. Ac-
cording to the report, Bolduc had tried to get the patient
to return to his room after he had been found wandering
through the unit, upsetting at least one female patient by
repeatedly entering her room.  The patient was reported
to have “sucker-punched” the officer and continued to
punch him, while Bolduc used pepper spray and ex-
changed blows until additional security officers arrived
and were able to restrain the patient.  He was released

to the custody of the Manchester police, who booked
him, reportedly without incident, at the Hillsborough
County House of Correction.  

Later that morning, the patient  was returned to Elliot
Hospital by ambulance where he was found to have a
broken neck.  Later that day he went to Massachusetts
General Hospital in Boston, where he was admitted to
intensive care, unable to talk, and paralyzed from the neck
down, where he remains at the time of this article.  In the
meantime, the Attorney General’s Office will be conduct-
ing an investigation into the incident.

In a local WMUR news report, the chief medical officer
of Elliot Hospital, Dr. Greg Baxter, stated, “We are not ca-
pable of handling this problem ourselves. “We need re-
sources from the state and local agencies to help us. . . .”
Doctors at the hospital stated in the report that patients
often “have to wait for days or even a week” for referrals
to psychiatric hospitals.  In the meantime, they are
“backed up in emergency rooms.”  New Hampshire Gov-
ernor Maggie Hassan is quoted as saying, “We have been
facilitating an ongoing dialogue between our Department
of Health and Human Services and all of our hospitals to

Elliot Hospital, Manchester, NH, where two violent incidents involving
psychiatric patients has broght about a statewide response to the
problem.
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see how we can accelerate the availability of more acute
care beds in the state.” In another New Hampshire Union
Leader article, Governor Hassan reported to state
Health and Human Services Commissioner Nicholas
Toumpas that the incidents at Elliot Health Systems “raise
serious concerns and questions about how we are using
our existing mental health resources,” adding that “We
can all agree that our mental health system is deeply
strained.” Governor Hassan has appointed a team to in-
vestigate both the incidents at Elliot and larger issues, in-
cluding the training of ER staff to treat psychiatric
episodes and prioritization of psychiatric patient issues
in state hospitals.

IMPLICATIONS FOR AND ADVICE FROM LAW
ENFORCEMENT

The NAMI study cited at the beginning of this article,
reported:  “Increasingly, law enforcement, judges and
emergency department physicians have become front-line
responders to people in crisis due to the lack of timely
mental health services.  Not surprisingly, police officers
and judges are among the most vocal critics of recent
funding cuts in mental health services.” Quoting statistics
from one state alone, the study says, “In Oklahoma, calls
to the police involving psychiatric emergencies have in-
creased 50 percent.  Stacy Puckett, executive director of
the Oklahoma Association of Chiefs of Police, says that
‘officers are traveling from one end of the state to the
other and are out of their departments six, eight, 10
hours at a time’ to try to find psychiatric beds for those
who need them.”

In New Hampshire, the Foundation for Healthy Com-
munities study found that “Local police or the country
sheriff transported 30 percent of the people and they
were the key transportation resource for people who
waited 13 hours or longer in the ED.” Corey MacDonald,
Deputy Police Chief of the Portsmouth Police Depart-
ment, was interviewed about this situation.  MacDonald
brings a wide perspective and long experience to the
problem, since, before coming to Portsmouth, he was Se-
curity Supervisor of a security company covering a group
of Boston hospitals, where he was in charge of night shift
supervision. He has been a law enforcement officer for
17 years and, for the past eight years, has also been an
attorney. 

“The struggle we are having is, as we set out our patrol
response and allocation resources, we have to account
for the fact that mental health issues can destroy our per-
fect plans,” he says. He adds that “The impact on both
hospital and police budgets can be overwhelming.”  On
average, Portsmouth police are called in to assist the local
hospital six times a week.  As he was quoted in a local
article, “The state system for people considered a danger
to themselves or others is broken.” 

“We are starting to treat hospitals as its own beat,”
says MacDonald.  “It costs $100,000 a year to add a full-
time officer. The ultimate goal is public safety.  We have
to evaluate the best allocation--does covering a hospital
require a fulltime person, or maybe just Thursday-Satur-
day night?” MacDonald recommends “Hospitals can con-
sider dedicating an office, or part of an office, and a
computer for police use.  That allows us to put our patch
on the door as a police substation, which alerts the public
to the presence of police.”

When asked about when it is appropriate to ask for
police intervention, MacDonald says that while “We only
go when we absolutely have to,” he stresses that “The
hospital must make security assessments.  If they decide
the patient is a danger to themselves or others, they may
not be able to fulfill needs from their Security Depart-
ment and if they cannot, it falls on the police department
to fill in for the public good.”  He gave the recent example
of being called in to the local hospital when a psychiatric
patient with an extensive martial arts background became
extremely violent.”  He also recommends that “It is very
useful for hospitals to have a private consultant come in
to help set up a comprehensive plan, covering major in-
cident management and a plan of response, including
when the police should become involved and what they
can do.”

Since the Security Department is the first line of de-
fense, “Security officers need very clear guidelines on how
to deal with mental health patients.  Security will usually
be the first on the scene and should have guidelines in
place for getting police backup,” says MacDonald..

“Having seen both the Security and the police worlds,
the best thing about hospital Security is having four walls
to limit the situation.  You can have training to control
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your environment in advance.  Proactive and preventative
planning is crucial,” he says. He also believes that preven-
tative planning should be tested.  “Have people come in
and challenge the process to see if your system works.
See what happens, e.g., if someone tries to come in with
a weapon in a baby carriage.”  And, he strongly advises,
“Allocate the funds in advance, before you have a prob-
lem.”  

LIABILITY IMPLICATIONS: BATTERED NURSE SUES
HOSPITAL

In September, 2010, Marie Sweeney, a psychiatric nurse
at Franklin Hospital, Long Island, NY, was conducting a
group therapy session when Donte Oakes, a psychiatric
patient at the hospital, burst into the session, attacking
her with a chair leg he had disassembled in his patient
room.  Sweeney was left blind in one eye and disabled.
As she was quoted in a local Newsday article, “I lost my
career,” she said, adding that “I want to make sure this
doesn’t happen to another nurse or health care worker.”

This past September, Sweeney was awarded close to
five million dollars in civil damages.  She probably does
not have much hope of collecting, though.  Oakes, who
never responded to the lawsuit, is currently in upstate
NY, serving an 11-year term for the assault.  The day of
the court decision, Sweeney sued Franklin Hospital, for
failure to protect its workers.  Franklin, part of the North
Shore-Long Island Jewish Health System, includes a 305-
bed community hospital, a 120-bed rehabilitation center,
and a 21-bed short-term psychiatric unit. 

Back in 2011, after the attack on Sweeney, the federal
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA)
conducted an investigation. According to Carol Schlitt,
Sweeney’s attorney, OSHA cited Franklin “for the failure
to provide a safe place to work.”  They also “recom-
mended a number of measures, including flagging charts
of patients with a history of violence, instituting proper
security measures, and installing alarm systems.”  They
also suggested, says Schlitt, implementing “de-escalation
training, providing properly-trained security officers, plan-
ning better sight lines, not letting employees work alone,
and creating a buddy system.”

After claiming that they had upgraded their safety

measures, a hospital spokesman, Terry Lynam, was quoted
in the Newsday article to say: “Because of the unpre-
dictability of their behavior, working with psychiatric pa-
tients can be hazardous, but the hospital and the health
system believe that all reasonable steps have been taken
to safeguard employees.”

Schlitt points out that the attack on Sweeney was not
an isolated case and that the hospital had evidence that
Oakes had been responsible for three other “incidents of
violence toward staff prior to the attack on Marie, includ-
ing punching employees in the face.”  In fact, the patient,
who had a criminal record, had been brought to Franklin
by the police, but the hospital “did not seek a forensic re-
port on him.”

Even though Oakes was in the hospital’s psychiatric
unit, NY state guidelines on approved furniture, which in-
clude molded plastic furniture that can’t be disassembled,
were not followed at Franklin.

Schlitt describes some of the factors that explain how
the brutal attack on Sweeney could take place. “The
group session took place in the dayroom, which didn’t
have any alarms. There were no security officers in the
unit at the time.”  In addition, “The dayroom isn’t visible
to the staff at the nursing station, so Sweeney was alone
with patients.” In fact, Schlitt emphasizes, “The reason the
attack on Marie was so severe was that she was alone
and had no way to appeal for help.” “One thing that mo-
tivates workers in a unit like this is dedication,” she says.
“Unfortunately, there were very few things that Franklin
did to make employees safe.”

These days, Sweeney, who can no longer work at her
chosen profession, speaks out to others in her field about
the dangers of workplace violence. “She feels so strongly
about the subject,” says Schlitt, “that she wants to effect
change to make sure this doesn’t happen to others.”

REDUCING THE RISKS OF HOUSING AT RISK
PATIENTS

In confronting the challenges of housing for growing
numbers of at-risk patients for longer periods of time,
the need to provide facilities for such patients that incor-
porate security and privacy, and reduce liability is becom-
ing paramount.
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Security and Nursing Work Together To Build ‘Safe Room’

Many hospitals have recognized the need for providing
increased and more secure units for psychiatric patients.
In 2007, according to David Corbin, then Director of Po-
lice and Security at Faulkner Hospital, Boston, MA, along
with the Nursing Department officials, began to notice a
rise in high-risk patients who were psychotic, violent,
threatening, in the custody of law enforcement/correc-
tions and otherwise disruptive or dangerous being placed
on the sixth floor medical nursing unit. In an article in the
Journal of Healthcare Protection Management Volume 25,
No. 2, P. 59) Corbin, who now heads security and safety
for Newton-Wellesley Hospital in Boston, describes how
inter-department cooperation resulted in the renovation
of normal hospital rooms into “safe rooms” for use by
regular patients and high-risk patients. (See the table
which lists changes required.) 

Building New Psychiatric Units

In Dallas, TX, Kathy Harper, vice president for clinical
coordination, Parkland Hospital, has announced that a
new psychiatric unit will be part of the new $1.2 billion
facility being built across the street of the county hospital.
In the new facility, the day room, and 20 private rooms,
will be constantly monitored, she says. Wall-to-wall win-
dows will allow staff to observe whatever is happening in
the psych unit. Parkland officials say the psychiatry area
and others have been redesigned several times to opti-
mize patient safety and security and to meet federal
guidelines.

A new facility being built on PeaceHealth’s central Eu-
gene, OR, will feature upgraded behavioral health services
unit. The new unit will be a third larger than the present
facility with double the number of secure beds, and de-
signed for improved patient privacy and security and staff
safety, hospital officials said.

It will have 35 private rooms, with 19 of them certified
by the state as “secure.” That’s more than double the
eight secure beds in the current Johnson Unit, “which is
a limiting factor and far fewer than what’s needed to
serve the community now,” officials said.

Renovation Plan
for Normal Room

Risk Identified
Safe Room

Modification

Regular, pendent-
type sprinkler head

Suicide
(hanging)/vandalism

Flush mounted
sprinkler heads

Suction vacuum
system bedside

Could be converted
to weapon

Made to be
removable

Clothing storage
cabinet

Concealment for
contraband

Lock installed to
make unavailable

Telephone on wall
w/full length cord

Suicide
(hanging)/weapon

Made removable,
cord shortened

Coat hook on back
of bathroom door

Suicide (hanging)
Breakway hook
installed

Large TV in room
mounted on wall

Suicide
(hanging)/weapon

Flat panel TV 
installed flush to wall

Shower curtain on
curtain rod

Suicide
(hanging)/weapon

Curtain mounted to
slide on ceiling

Removable shower
head with hose

Suicide (hanging)
Institutional grade
shower head

Long plastic pull
sticks on curtains

Weapon
Removed plastic
pull sticks

Sharps box mounted
close to patient

Weapon
Moved To ante-
room away from pt.

Blood pressure cuff
unit on wall

Suicide
(hanging)/weapon

Removed--wheeled
unit substituted
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Secure rooms are designed with special doors, light
fixtures and other features to assure to the greatest ex-
tent possible that there’s nothing inside patients could
use to harm themselves or others. The unit’s layout will
offer greater security and privacy to patients and greater
safety to the hospital staff treating them, hospital officials
added.

“Today in the Johnson Unit everybody comes through
the same door, whether it’s the public or the patient,”
Dale Smith, director of behavioral health services for the
network said.. “In the new unit, we’ll have a separate se-
cure passageway for our patients.”

The new unit will also have a secure outdoor patio,
day rooms and quiet activity areas.  The new unit also will
have a “sensory room,” similar to those at the state psy-
chiatric hospital, for people experiencing extreme anxiety
or possibly psychosis, Smith said. 

The room will have lights, music and a special relaxation
chair that will allow people to self-¬monitor and self-man-
age so, for example, they might not have to use as much
medication.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, CONTACT:  

Shawn V. LaFrance, MS, MPH, Executive Director,
Fundation for Healthy Communities, 125 Airport Road,
Concord, NH 03301. Phone: 603-225-0900. E-mail:
slafrance@healthynh.com 

Corey MacDonald, Deputy Police Chief, Portsmouth
Police Department, 3 Junkins Avenue, Portsmouth, NH
03801. Phone: 603-610-7548. E-mail: cmacdonald@
cityofportsmouth.com                                                  
(Website: macdonaldandblack.com)

Carol Schlitt, The Schlitt Law Firm, 79 Wall Street,
Huntington, NY 11743. Phone: 631-425-9775. E-mail:
Contact@SchlittLaw.com

IN BRIEF:

VIOLENCE--GUNS

Police Shoot, Capture Gunman 
In Neonatal Unit 
Of Children’s Hospital 

WAUWATOSA, WI. A 22-year-old man with a gun was
shot and wounded near the neonatal progressive care
unit of Children’s Hospital of Wisconsin around noon
on a Thursday. According to media reports, at 11:59
a.m., Milwaukee Police received a call from a woman
stating there was a suspect, likely armed, at Children’s
Hospital.  The caller also reported that the armed sus-
pect likely had felony warrants. As a result of this call,
officials say officers were dispatched to the hospital. The
responding officers confirmed the armed suspect’s
felony warrant status while en route, and printed his
picture from their in-squad computer. Upon arrival at
the hospital, officials say the officers responded to the
suspect’s room in the neonatal unit and found the sus-
pect holding a baby. The officers engaged the suspect in
dialogue in an attempt to determine whether he was in 

fact armed. Investigators say shortly after the initial
contact by police was made, the suspect released the
baby and attempted to flee. After a brief physical strug-
gle with officers, the suspect produced a .40 caliber
semiautomatic pistol from his pants, broke away from
the officers and ran through the neonatal ward.  Mil-
waukee Police officers pursued the armed suspect, who
pointed his pistol at officers as they contained him in an
empty hallway. Officials say the suspect’s threatening be-
havior forced officers to take action to protect them-
selves and innocent bystanders. One officer fired two
rounds at the suspect, striking him in the arm and caus-
ing him to drop his gun. He was immediately treated for
his non-life-threatening injuries.

The “all clear” at the hospital was issued shortly after 2
p.m. Sheriff David Clarke said Children’s Hospital does
not screen people--and that hospital security may con-
sider re-assessing this policy for the future. Children’s
Chief Medical Officer said as protocol, Children’s acti-
vated its active shooter plan, and all buildings were
placed on lockdown with employees and patients shel-
tered in place. “For all of us--especially for children,  
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incidents like this are undeniably scary. We don’t have
any metal detectors. We do, however, always look at, re-
view and implement the safest procedures that we can
in terms of protecting and providing the best and safest
care for our patients and families. We actually had a drill
about a month ago or so to practice that very sce-
nario,” Dr. Michael Gutzeit said.

Deputy Shoots and Kills
Menacing ‘Mental’ Patient 
After Violent Struggle

PORTOLA, CA. A sheriff's deputy shot and killed a
hospital patient at Eastern Plumas Health Care Center
serving rural Plumas County during a violent struggle,
according to media reports. The deputy, a four-year de-
partment veteran, was the lone responder just after
midnight Saturday when staff at the hospital called to
report the 53-year-old patient in room 201 was scaring
the nurses. Sheriff Greg Hagwood described the pa-
tient's behavior as "menacing." 

"He had barricaded himself into the room and made
preparations for an attack," Hagwood said. The deputy
discovered the patient had wrapped himself in a mat-
tress, fortified his legs with braces and wore heavy rub-
ber boots. The 6-foot-3-inch, 335 lb. deputy was
described as "the strongest man I know," but the sheriff
said the deputy's struggle with the 6-foot, 250 lb. pa-
tient nearly cost him his life. The patient  had checked
himself into the hospital Saturday night for an unspeci-
fied ailment, it was reported. His daughter told a local

TV channel that her father suffered from severe de-
pression and bipolar disorder.

The sheriff reported that the two men initially fought
over the deputy's taser--and when the deputy couldn't
take it away from the man, the deputy broke it to make
sure it wouldn't be used against him. The fight contin-
ued in front of the nurses' station, then down a long
hallway toward the front lobby, where the patient re-
portedly tried to attack the deputy with his own baton.
Hagwood said that in the lobby the patient managed to
fire a round from the deputy's handgun while it was still
holstered-- and that's when the deputy pulled the gun
from the holster and ultimately shot the man to death.
Three separate investigations into the shooting are un-
derway; one by the Plumas County District Attorney,
one by the California Department of Justice, and an in-
ternal affairs review by an outside police agency. The
deputy has been placed on leave pending the outcome.

VA Police Shoot And Kill Vet
Waving Knife and Carrying ‘Bomb’
In Hospital ER

ST. PETERSBURG, FL. A man claiming he had a bomb
was shot and killed inside the emergency room of Bay
Pines Veterans Affairs Hospital. According to media re-
ports, the man, a 68-year old-veteran, walked into the
hospital lobby waving a knife and saying he had a bomb.
VA Police officers rushed to the ER and during a con-
frontation with officers, the man was shot. He was
treated at the hospital, and despite efforts to save him,
he reportedly died at the hospital. In the confrontation,
the ER was evacuated and no other injuries were re-
ported. The bomb was found to be a fake. 

Security Officers Apprehend 
Abusive Patient Who Pointed 
Loaded Gun At Staff Members

CINCINNATI, OH. A patient who pointed a loaded
pistol at staff members at Bethesda North Hospital has

continued on page 25
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been arrested and faces multiple charges including: in-
ducing panic, assault, aggravated menacing and carrying
concealed weapons. According to media reports, the
patient, 66, after being denied discharge, struck a regis-
tered nurse with a can of bear repellent, causing a visi-
ble hand injury. He also tried to hit several other staff
members with a walker and threatened them with the
repellent, saying he would spray them if they did not
back away, court documents state. After that attempt
failed, he pointed a loaded, 22-caliber pistol at the staff
and threatened to shoot them. Hospital security offi-
cers were able to managed to get him to put down the
gun without anyone getting hurt. Police said he was
later found to be in possession of two additional pistols
and extra ammunition in his duffle bag.  The hospital
does not have metal detectors nor are patients' belong-
ings searched upon admittance, it was reported.

Woman Arrested After 
Entering Hospital ER 
Carrying Explosive Device

BREMERTON, WA. Police have arrested a 43-year-old
woman reportedly carrying a bomb outside the Emer-
gency Room entrance of Harrison Medical Center.  Ac-
cording to media accounts, a good Samaritan had
picked up a woman who looked "distraught". On the
way to the hospital, she indicated that she had a device
that looked like dynamite with her for her personal
protection. Once the good Samaritan helped her inside
the hospital, he alerted hospital security. They called in
Bremerton police and the bomb squad. A police official
said the device was a seal bomb, an explosive that fish-
ermen legally use to scare seals away from their nets. 

He said this device was different in that six metal CO2
canisters had been taped around it.  That turned the de-
vice into an illegal anti-personnel bomb. He added, "The
explosion could cause those metal CO2 canisters to
split, fragment, and send shrapnel into the area that the
bomb detonates in." 

Visitor Shoots Self 
In Hospital Room;
Wife Also Wounded

SPRINGFIELD, MO. A 79-year-old man apparently shot
and killed himself in a ninth floor room of CoxHealth
Hospital. His wife, according to media reports also suf-
fered gunshot wounds. “Based on this information, no
suspects are being sought, there is no indication that
others were involved in this incident, and there is no
threat or danger to others in the community,” police
said in a release.  In a statement, a CoxHealth
spokesperson said:  “We want to reassure everyone
that CoxHealth’s response to this event was immedi-
ate, thorough and appropriate. We are proud of our
staff ’s response, and supporting those affected by the
event is a priority. The health care environment is one
of continuing improvement, and we always want to un-
derstand what we can learn from any situation. As the
situation is reviewed we will examine all aspects of this
event, including security procedures.” Guns are not al-
lowed in hospitals in the state of Missouri. The hospital
reportedly does have security officers at the main en-
trances, but they do not screen visitors.

Veteran Smuggles Gun 
Into VA Hospital;
Shoots Self In Restroom

HOUSTON, TX. Police are investigating how a veteran
who was not receiving treatment at the VA Medical
Center in Houston was able to get inside the hospital
with a gun which he used to shoot himself in the head
in a hospital restroom. It is illegal to bring a gun inside a
VA hospital, and many do use metal detectors at en-
trances. According to the VA's latest report, 22 veterans
commit suicide every day in the United States. Nearly
70 percent of them are age 50 or older. The hospital’s
Suicide Prevention Coordinator Clifton Arnspiger ,
quoted in local media, explained,  ""A lot of veterans 

continued on next page
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have a difficult time when they come back, finding jobs
or different things like that and some can quickly end
up homeless. We do have lots of services for homeless,
working to eliminate that as well.” The VA offers a 24-
hour free and confidential crisis hotline at 1-800-273-
8255 for veterans as well as their family members. 

Attacks On Doctors In China
Reported Increasing Following
Latest Stabbing Murder

SHANGHAI, CHINA. Attacks on doctors by patients
and family members in China have reached a crisis level,
according to press reports. Since 2002, attacks have
jumped an average of almost 23% per year, according to
the China Hospital Management Society. A survey by
the China Hospital Association found that the average
number of assaults per hospital, per year, rose from
20.6 in 2008 to 27.3 in 2012. In a recent incident, Dr.
Wang Yunjie a 46-year-old chief physician from the ear,
nose and throat department of No. 1 People’s Hospital
in Wenling was stabbed to death by a patient. The at-
tacker, disgruntled over the outcome of a nasal surgery,
entered the office looking for his doctor, could not find
him, so charged at the chief with a 30-cm blade. Two
others were seriously injured before the attacker was
subdued. Late last month, a man in Liaoning province
stabbed a doctor six times after an argument about
complications from surgery. Around the same time, a
doctor in Guangdong province suffered injuries to his
eye and spleen when he was beaten by a patient’s family
for refusing them entry to the ICU. In the days since
the killing in Wenling, there have been six serious at-
tacks, says the China Hospital Association.

In response, staff members at Shanhai’s Zhongshan and
Huashan hospitals have gathered to learn self-defense
from martial-arts experts. Photographs from the ses-
sions show simulated combat involving weapons and 

foldable chairs. “It will teach them how to react to an
unexpected attack,” one organizer told local press.
China will increase hospital security measures to pro-
tect doctors and nurses against attacks by patients' rel-
atives angered by the nation's costly and hard-to-access
medical treatment, USA Today reports.  The new guide-
lines advise that hospitals have at least one security
guard per 20 patient beds, or no less than 3% of med-
ical staff. Additionally, the guidelines call for more alarm
buttons, security doors and scanning equipment to de-
tect weapons, camera surveillance and foot patrols. 

Family Member Fatally Stabs 
Nurse, Injures Four Others
In Hospital Attacks

LONGVIEW, TX. A 22-year-old man, waiting for his
mother to go into surgery at Good Shepherd Medical
Center, has been arrested and charged with stabbing a
57-year-old nurse to death, critically wounding a visitor,
and injuring another nurse and two other visitors. Ac-
cording to media reports, he fled on foot, but was cap-
tured after a chase by Longview police. Witnesses said
the man was running around with a hunting knife
screaming, "you're not going to kill my mother." The in-
cident occurred at 7 a.m. on a Tuesday morning. The
hospital released a statement saying in part that, “ there
are no metal detectors located in this outpatient area.
We were pleased with the response of all staff involved
on Tuesday. We are clearly reviewing our security meas-
ures but we believe this was a tragic, isolated incident.”

Drug Patient Critically Stabs 
ER Greeter When Refused 
Narcotic Medications

SHARON, PA. A Sharon Regional Health System ER
greeter is in critical condition after she was stabbed in
the neck by a 30-year-old patient who had been dis-
charged from the emergency department after being
refused narcotic pain medications. When he was offered 
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 We strive to be a true partner in your hospital security planning and execution.
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 potential threats before they become incidents. With remote monitoring, security 
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 your hospital.

 Integrated security information increases control and efficiency: Using a 
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Access control 
Control access to all entry/exit 
points throughout your hospital to 
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and the facility.

Video surveillance  
Monitor video images and 
analytical findings from centralized 
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security response.

Infant and patient management  
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with security management to locate 
patients throughout your hospital.

You can better detect possible threats to people and property with Schneider Electric 
security solutions that provide real-time actionable data about adverse events 
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to control costs, reduce theft, and 
improve staff efficiency.
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non-narcotic medications, police say the man ap-
proached and stabbed the employee, who was seated at
the greeter's desk. According to Pennsylvania court
records, the accused assailant has a history of drug
charges dating back to 2001. In a  news release Sharon
Regional said the hospital has implemented a number of
increased security measures as an added precaution to
insure the safety of its employees, patients, and visitors.
These measures include an increase in the physical
presence of security staff, additional use of electronic
surveillance and screening techniques, and the imple-
mentation of increased security procedures and proto-
cols. 

Patient ‘Blows Up,’ 
Attacks Doctor, Nurse, 
Security Officer

MT. PLEASANT, S.C. Mount Pleasant police were called
to East Cooper Medical Center after a patient attacked
the doctors and nurses who were trying to treat him.
According to a police report, responding officers found
the patient, a 19-year-old man, on the floor with several
hospital staff members on top of him, holding him
down. Officers noted a pool of blood around the pa-
tient’s head, all over the floor and wall and on the hos-
pital security officers who were trying to restrain him.
Officers were able to put handcuffs on him without fur-
ther incident. They also used leg irons because he was
reportedly kicking at the staff. According to media re-
ports, the patient said he was going to "blow up" before
punching a doctor in the jaw, kicking a nurse in her leg,
and punching a security officer on the side of her head.
He also reportedly punched a second security officer
several times about his face causing several injuries. He
has been charged with three counts of assault and bat-
tery in the third degree.

Irate Father Of Newborn
Strikes Security Officer 
With Medical Machine

TROY, MI. A 27-year-old father of a newborn is accused
of hitting a security officer with a medical machine at
William Beaumont Hospital. The incident happened
while the man’s wife and child “were cowering in a cor-
ner” of the hospital room, according to Troy Police Sgt.
Andy Breidenich. Doctors felt that the child needed to
remain at the hospital for treatment of some undis-
closed medical issues, but the man wanted the child to
be released, Breidenich said, noting that the mother had
agreed to keep the child at the hospital. The incident
happened about 8:05 a.m. Sunday. While a nurse was in
the room with the man, his wife and their newborn, the
man barricaded the door, Breidenich said. As a security
officer tried to force the door open, the man is accused
of striking the officer in the forehead with a medical
machine used to treat his child. A nurse said the secu-
rity officer, who ended up with a cut on his forehead,
was also hit with the door. Breidenich said the man did
not cooperate with officers when they arrived, and he
was arrested.

Man Threatens To Shoot Police
After Assaulting Security Officers

BRADENTON, FL. Two Bradenton Police Department
officers reported a man threatened to shoot them after
allegedly attacking two Manatee Memorial Hospital se-
curity officers. The police officers were called to the
hospital after the suspect reportedly assaulted the se-
curity officers who were trying to quell a disturbance.
Once the police arrived, they were reportedly threat-
ened by the male suspect who claimed to have a hand-
gun in his backpack. After one of the officers tried
unsuccessfully to fire his Taser at the man, the suspect
was subdued and arrested. The officers found no gun, 
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only a knife in the backpack, according to media re-
ports.

Patient Resisting Transfer 
Attacks Officer, Orderly 
And Flees Hospital

SANDUSKY, OH. A patient at Firelands Regional Med-
ical Center has been arrested after he allegedly as-
saulted two hospital employees and fled the hospital.
According to police reports, a security officer and or-
derly were escorting the patient from one wing to an-
other at 4 a.m. when the altercation broke out. The
patient allegedly leapt from his hospital bed suddenly
and charged at the security officer. The impact knocked
the officer to the floor, causing his head to hit a nurse’s
station and injuring his arm during the fall, the report
said. When the security officer hit the floor, the patient
rushed a door, the report said. An orderly who tried to
stop him from leaving was thrown into a wall. The pa-
tient ran out of the door, but police caught him mo-
ments later as he ran through a nearby park. 

Prisoner Attacks Corrections 
Officer and Security Officer
With Butter Knife

LINCOLN, NE. A 50-year-old forensic patient who as-
saulted a corrections officer and then stabbed him with
a butter knife in his room at Bryan West Medical Cen-
ter, has died in the skilled nursing facility of the Ne-
braska State Penitentiary, according to media reports.
The prisoner, who was serving 30 years for assaulting a
peace officer, use of a deadly weapon to commit a
felony and five counts of robbery, had been brought to
the hospital a week earlier for undisclosed medical rea-
sons. Around 4 a.m., the corrections officer reportedly 

escorted him to the restroom, waiting outside the door 
while maintaining visual contact. The prisoner yelled at
the officer, turned toward him and hit him in the head
and then headed toward the door of his room. When
the officer ordered him to stop, he turned back and
stabbed him in the head, neck and ear with a metal but-
ter knife. A hospital security officer who came to the
officer's aid was cut and scratched as she tried to re-
strain the prisoner, according to authorities. The inmate,
who was in leg restraints, was subdued outside the hos-
pital room with assistance from police officers present
at the hospital.

Behavioral Patient Trying To Leave  
Chokes, Threatens Security Officers

BETHLEHEM, PA. A 20-year-old patient has been
charged with assaulting two security officers at St.
Luke's Hospital in Fountain Hill, according to court
records. When the officers tried to stop him from leav-
ing the seventh floor of the hospital, which is the Be-
havioral Health Unit, he allegedly punched and choked
two of the officers and threatened to kill one of them
when he left the hospital after his shift. He is charged
with two counts each of aggravated assault and simple
assault, and one count of making terroristic threats.

‘Suicidal’ Patient  Scratches, 
Cuts Security Officer 
With Penny

FARGO, ND. A security officer at Sanford Regional
Medical Center, sitting in the emergency room with a
60-year-old patient who was waiting to be seen for sui-
cidal thoughts, was scratched in the face and cut in the
arms and wrist by the patient who used a penny as a 
weapon, according to media and court reports. The 
officer reported that the patient would periodically get 
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up and try to provoke him.  He said he searched the
man and took away all his pocket change. At one point, 
he said, the patient put something in his mouth that the
officer thought was a razor blade, but it turned out to
be a penny. When he let the patient go, he scratched
him in the face and then tried to cut the officer with a
penny that was in his pocket. 

Nurse Assaulted, Car Stolen
When She Leaves Work

PEORIA, IL. Two men pulled a nurse from her car 
outside Unity Point Health-Methodist Hospital at 
11:15 p.m. when she left work, and beat her with a 
gun, before stealing her car, according to media reports.
The attack prompted the hospital to beef up its secu-
rity measures, said spokesman Duane Funk. "We are
certainly concerned about it," Funk said. "As a result,
we are upping patrols and adding extra security around
the parking deck." Funk added that employees always
have been able to request a security escort to their 
vehicles if they want one, and that practice will con-
tinue. The nurse, 32, was hit four or five times in the
face with the weapon. A report noted the victim had
swelling near her left eye and cheekbone. The attackers
fled in the car along with the victim's purse, $40 cash
and a cell phone. The nurse later told police everything
happened so fast that she was unable to provide a de-
tailed description of the men or the gun. However, po-
lice obtained video surveillance footage of two suspects
walking down Main Street before the carjacking and 
released it to the public, seeking help identifying the
pair and have arrested two men for the crime.

‘Confessions’ Of A
CHPA Candidate

Richard Collins, CHPA is the manager of safety, security,
and emergency management at Baptist Easley Hospital in
Easley, South Carolina. He had fifteen years of security,
safety, emergency management, and risk management ex-
perience in the public (government) sector and private
(banking) sector and became involved in the healthcare in-
dustry January 2011, when Baptist Easley Hospital em-
ployed him. 

What makes healthcare security different from other
forms of security?  “Dealing with the psychiatric patients in
a healthcare setting,” Collins says. He also notes the number
of regulatory agencies that a healthcare institute must deal
with was surprising to him. In addition, the overall client
base that a healthcare security department must answer to
such as, hospital staff, patients, and visitors and the manner
in which they assist this base is different from what other
security departments in other industries face.

Who or what influenced Collins to seek a CHPA certi-
fication?  “Soon after being employed by Baptist Easley, I
joined the local chapter of IAHSS.  The members of the
chapter influenced me to seek out this certification. My em-
ployer also fully backed my plan to attempt to gain the
CHPA certification.” 

What major obstacle did he have to overcome to obtain
the CHPA certification?  “It was the time to work on the
project. I also wanted to thank my wife for her considera-
tion while I spent so much of my time at home studying for
this exam. I also want to thank my employer for allowing
me to purchase the study material needed to take this
exam.”  

What does he advise others taking the exam? “It would
be beneficial if a study group could be formed or a written
study plan assisting those studying alone. There is a lot of
material to study for one test. On the other hand, a benefit
of studying for this exam is that you accumulate a reference
library from your study material that you can utilize when
you come upon a problem you are not sure how to deal
with.” 

VIOLENCE--PARKING GARAGES
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The Lax Shootings: How Ronald
Reagan UCLA System Prepares
For Crisis Situations

On Friday, November 1, 2013, Paul Ciancia, 23, entered
Los Angeles International and allegedly searched out
Transportation Security Administration employees as the
target of a shooting rampage. TSA officer Gerardo Her-
nandez, 39, was shot at point blank range and then reat-
tacked when the assailant left and then came back to
make sure he had accomplished his purpose.  Hernandez,
who was shot 12 times, died from the attack.  Two other
TSA officers were wounded, as was a passenger in the
terminal.  

The accused shooter was shot by airport police (TSA
officers at LAX are unarmed). According to multiple
media reports, Ciancia was taken in critical condition to
Ronald Reagan UCLA Medical Center.  Weeks later, after
multiple surgeries, he was released from the hospital on
November 19th to police custody. Two other of the vic-
tims in the attack were also brought to Ronald Reagan
Hospital, UCLA Health System. One was treated and re-
leased the same day; a second victim, who waived confi-
dentiality, was treated and transferred five days later.  

William Dunne, Administrative Director of Emergency
Preparedness, Safety and Security Services, and Vernon
Goodwin, Security Director, of the UCLA Health System
describe how the hospital prepared for such a crisis sit-
uation and the high media attention it attracted.

Keeping Patients and Families Apart From Media

“We have had a number of high-profile individuals who
required attention at the hospital, so we have had a lot
of practice in setting up boundaries,” says Dunne.  “We
have plans in place to separate family members who
should be isolated in the ER.” He gives the example of
the 2008 Metrolink crash, which claimed the lives of 24
passengers and a train engineer, and wounded over 100
others. “In 2008, we had a number of patients from the
Metrolink crash.  We had an area separated out to keep
patients and family members separated from media.”

Goodwin adds, “From a security perspective, when

we get an external security alert, we deploy two security
officers and a supervisor to our intake area, putting other
officers on alert to handle multiple incoming patients, or
surge influx.”  Elaborating on how patients and media are
kept contained, he says, “We work with our Parking De-
partment to set up the perimeter to deal with the in-
coming influx of media, setting up a staging area outside
of the hospital for media and working with the university
police to push the perimeter out if needed.”  He gives
the example, “If a media person gets through the perime-
ter, an officer might escort them out again.”

Preparing For Incoming Patients In A Disaster

When asked how the information about the crisis sit-
uation initially reached the hospital, Dunne explains:

“In this case, the LA Fire Department called the Los
Angeles County Medical Alert Center.  They initiated an
incipient poll request, which informed local hospitals of
the situation and estimated the number of patients. That
alert was issued at 9:42 am.  (According to the LA Times,
the gunman first entered the airport terminal at 9:20
AM.)  At Ronald Reagan Hospital, “When we receive one
of these polls,” Dunne continues, “we have a code triage
activation in our ER, so we can be prepared for incoming
patients.”

It takes the interaction of many departments to make
a smooth, quick response work.  “We were able to pre-

The Garden of Peace at Ronald Reagan UCLA Medical Center.
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pare, so everything was in place and the area secured,”
says Goodwin.  “We did a really good job in setting this
up in advance. Our Parking Department works with us
in setting up a perimeter.  Our media team, safety team,
Social Work Department--we had a plan in place once
the patients were in.”  Everyone knows in advance what
their role will be.  

The hospital has regular practice to make sure the
system works smoothly.  “We participate in state-wide
exercises, doing 12-14 full-scale exercises, plus smaller
departmental exercises,” says Goodwin, noting that “We
practice lock-down at least once a quarter.”

Dunne adds that “We were very good at setting up a
rapid response with multiple law enforcement agencies.
Our Security Department acts as liaison.  In this case, it
was Vernon, who did quite a lot of it, with some of what
was needed coming back to me.  We were able to coor-
dinate media requests, which went to our Media Depart-
ment.  Law enforcement requests came to our Security
Department.  Our Security team is always in the Emer-
gency Department.”

Addressing The Needs Of Family Members

Goodwin also stresses the importance of addressing
the needs of family members. “More often than not, family
members have a sense of urgency and we work with the
Social Work Department and our chaplains to make them
comfortable and also to make sure they don’t interfere
with treatment.” This interdepartmental bond is not
something that only operates during crises. “Being a
trauma center, we interact every day in our relationship
with Social Work,” says Goodwin.

How HIPPA Conflicts With Law Enforcement
Cooperation

Occasionally, there are problems with chain of com-
mand.  Goodwin says that “Law enforcement sometimes
doesn’t understand our hospital’s compliance rules, but
that is usually worked out easily between us.”  

“This has a lot to do with what people are used to,” says 

Dunne.  “There has been a culture of strong compliance
with law enforcement requests, but that culture has
changed, e.g. because of HIPAA compliance rules.  What
is crucial is having the hospital’s policies as clear as pos-
sible and communicating with local law enforcement.”  In
the case of their own facility, “We planned for this years
ago,” says Dunne, “when we had the police partner with
us when we devised policy, so they could understand hos-
pital issues.”

Three Things To Keep In Mind When Dealing With A Fast-
Moving Crisis

Dunne sums up what needs to be kept in mind in deal-
ing with fast-moving crises like the LAX shooting:

“1) Make sure people understand the challenges.  In
our case, we are the closest to the airport, so while we
want quick information, it can take information time to
develop.  Recognize that you may not get great informa-
tion as quickly as you would like;

2)  Make sure you are always providing for not only
the safety and privacy of patients and their families, but
also the safety of your own team;

3)  Engage with law enforcement to make sure they
are comfortable with your staff, so clinicians and law en-
forcement understand what each other’s role is in the
process.  Our Security staff constantly makes introduc-
tions, e.g., police officers to nurses, to chaplains, to social
work.”

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, CONTACT:  

William Dunne, Administrative Director of Emergency
Preparedness, Safety and Security Services, UCLA
Health System, 757 Westwood Boulevard, Los Angeles,
CA 90095. Phone: 310-267-7125. E-mail: wdunne@
mednet.ucla.edu

Vernon Goodwin, Security Director, UCLA Health Sys-
tem, 757 Westwood Boulevard, Los Angeles, CA 90095.
Phone: 310-267-7098. E-mail: vgoodwin@mednet.edu
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Lightweight Bulletproof 
Whiteboard Shields Protect 
Vulnerable Employees

An 18” x 20” bulletproof board, originally developed
as a shield for law enforcement, is now being used by
schools, colleges, hospitals, and other facilities as well as
by individuals at home, for protection against shooters,
according to the manufacturer.

George Tunis, President of Hardwire, LLC, Pocomoke
City, MD, reports that the shields, called whiteboards, are
part of a line of lightweight bulletproof products that in-
cludes larger size whiteboards, clipboards, backpack in-
serts, door attachments, wall panels, and stretchers. The
whiteboards and other personal products are made from
a material called Dyneema, the only man-made material
that is pound-for-pound stronger than spider silk, Tunis
says. The products absorb bullets so there's no shrapnel,
and force is not a concern, he adds. "The kick of stopping
a bullet is no worse than the kick of the gun itself." 

Schools began purchasing the whiteboards after the
tragic shootings last year at Sandy Hook Elementary
School in Newtown, Conn., where 20 children and six
adults were killed, according to Tunis. A purchase of 200
of the units at $299 each for staff at the University of
Maryland Eastern Shore recently received widespread
media coverage. 

From Schools And Colleges To Homes And Hospitals

Sales to other venues have followed, Tunis says. “We
started with a few requests on the West Coast for home
defense--folks that did not want to have firearms in the
house, but definitely had security issues in relatively high
crime areas. We’ve sold thousands for home use. The size,
18 x 20, is perfect for hanging on your refrigerator or
putting in your bedroom. You can keep a grocery list on
it and use it as a shield.

“Hospital use of whiteboards began in Washington
State. That way they could write the message of the day
and change their message. We started to see whiteboards
going into those areas as well as clipboards where doc-
tors and nurses have bulletproof clipboards. We specifi-
cally sold them to nurses in Massachusetts hospitals
where there was a couple of shootings. The most con-
centrated use has been in the ER, in reception areas, in
admitting offices, triage desks, nursing and doctor sta-
tions.” 

Tunis reports that the whiteboards are now available
with printed graphics carrying advertising messages.
“We’re doing stuff like welcome signs--ads on counters
of convenience stores. You cannot tell it apart from a reg-
ular sign, but it’s there for the protection of the em-
ployee.”

A whiteboard sign at a hospital ER check-in location as seen by patients
and visitors

The reverse side of the signboard with handles for easy lifting by the
employee for protection in case of a shooting incident

PRODUCT
UPDATE
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Bulletproof Doors, Walls, And Stretchers

Other products for use in hospitals include:

--Bulletproof doors and safe room wall panels. The door
unit is only 15 pounds, Tunis says. “Peel it and stick it on.
The door is bulletproof from then on. Wood doors and
even steel doors are not bullet proof. The same would
be true of a dry wall if you are trying to create a safe
room. We make those products up to 5 foot x 10 foot
sheets.”

--A bulletproof stretcher.  “We developed that with the
help of a Maryland SWAT team. It was in response to
some shootings when some first responders, EMTs were
shot at and one was wounded. We came up with a
stretcher that is identical in size and weight to standard
stretchers for placement the back of an ambulance or fire
truck. You can hold it up for protection and even get sev-
eral people behind it.”

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, CONTACT George
Tunis, Hardwire, LLC, 1947 Clarke Ave., Pocomoke City,
MD 21851. Phone: 410.957.3669 . Fax: 410.957.3424.
Go to the company website www.hardwire.com for
descriptions and prices of products.

CCURE 9000: Achieving Fully 
Integrated Security Control

Keeping access control systems up-to-date without
breaking security budgets is an ongoing concern for
healthcare facilities today.  According to its brochure,
Tyco Security Products “can provide fully integrated
security control,” using a powerful integration platform
that works “seamlessly with Tyco access control, video
and intrusion products to provide a one-stop security
offering.”  The brochure further says that “Our tech-
nology enables facilities to manage their CCTV and ac-
cess control alarms through one graphical command
and control center,” providing “fully integrated security
control.”

The company, which is in operation all over the world,
has “over 800 healthcare customers in the U.S. alone,”
according to Jim Stankevich, past president of IAHSS,
CHPA-L, and Manger, Healthcare Security & Lynx/Tyco
Security Products.  “The good thing,” he says about the
company’s line of CCURE products “is that it is ad-
justable to everything from the smallest to the largest
applications.  We have hospitals as small as 50-bed fa-
cilities up to the largest.”

Upgrading In A Cost-Effective Manner

“Many hospitals installed access control in the
1990s, but technology has changed radically since
then,” says Stankevich. “We can come in and do an as-
sessment for an upgrade in a cost-effective manner.”
He adds that “One of the best features of CCURE is
that we have one of the strongest SDKs from other
systems, allowing us, for example, to interface with Otis
elevators, etc.  Pretty much, whatever system is already
in place, we can work with it.”  And limited space is not
an obstacle.  According to Stankevich, “You need an IT
infrastructure, but the control piece of our equipment
can be set up in an office.”

Custom Clearance Of Contractors

CCURE 9000 technology provides information not
only about who is seeking entry, but also the card-
holder’s function and work hours.  In addition, it allows
for custom clearance; for example, only allowing con-
tractors access for the length of time of a particular
project, or restricting access to areas not necessary
for their work.  When the project is over, the creden-
tials can be automatically disabled--for one worker or
a whole team, as needed.  As Stankevich explains, “If
you put an expiration date on ID cards (there are many
short-term people in hospitals), the reader can do any-
thing, like say ‘Your card has expired’ and direct the
person to Security.”
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Protecting Radiological Materials

The technology is also very useful
when it comes to national compli-
ance issues. “Security in the health-
care environment has become very
complicated,” says Stankevich. For ex-
ample, “the NRC (Nuclear Regula-
tory Commission) requires hospitals
to have biometric readers on doors
where radiological materials are
stored.  A lot of departments (includ-
ing central supplies) want to know if
someone has sought entry, including
during off-hours or holidays.  CCure
can generate reports that can be-
come critical in knowing who was in
there and why they were in there
during a 24-hour period.”

Giving more practical examples,
Stankevich says, “Say you are storing
radiological material for a radiology
department.  If there is a question
about unauthorized access, you can
set up the system to automatically
lock down until you get Security
there.”  Or, in the case of a medical
emergency, “The system can tell the
elevator only to come to a particular
floor and wait for a doctor with par-
ticular credentials.”

Active Shooter And Other Custom
Icons

The system is designed to interact
with security measures already in
place.  “Generally, most facilities have 

cameras throughout the facility,” says
Stankevich.  “CCure can give you an
onscreen alarm, interfacing with the 
cameras so you can see the prob-
lem.”

Tyco’s Lynx technology (interfacing
with CCure) gives the ability to
put panic buttons throughout a facil-
ity and offers custom icons for par-
ticular functions.  “You can have
an active shooter icon,” explains
Stankevich, “that can be activated to
send out a message to all the com-
puters in the system.  You can also
have, for example, a medical duress
panic button that can get doctors on
their pagers to alert to a medical
emergency.”

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION,
CONTACT:  Jim Stankevich, CHPA-L
& Life Member IAHSS, Manager
Healthcare Security & Lynx/Tyco
Security Products, 6 Technology Drive,
Westford, MA 01886.  Phone: 386-
451-3962. E-mail: jstankevich@ty-
coint.com

For a set of video clips on CCure
products, including how they are
being used in Greenville Memorial
Hospital, Greenwich, SC and the
École Polytechnique in Montreal, as
well as a CCURE9000 integration
demonstration, see: http://www.you
t u b e . c o m / w a t c h ? v = P _ I X
WemjWK8&feature=c4-overview&
list=UUsKc1hZ7LNT14 pVjVphGWyg
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